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Aims

This course aims to show how large systems of linear equations arise naturally in a
variety of modelling applications and how the properties of these equations can be used
to extract useful information about the application through a solution of the equations
or perhaps through the eigenvalues of the underlying matrix, or some other unspecified
procedure.

Books

No single textbook is entirely suitable for this course and hence no compulsory text
is required although

• Strang, G., Linear Algebra and its Applications (3rd edition). Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich. (ISBN 0-15-551005-3)

covers most of the course material and is recommended for consultation.

Course Contents

1. Systems of Linear Equations General discussion of the practical difficulties and
expense involved in solving large systems of linear equations. Practical implementation
of the LU and other factorisation algorithms in the solution of AX = B.

2. Linear Equations in Modelling Some important modelling scenarios in which
large systems of linear equations arise in a natural way. The applications considered in-
clude the solution of linear ordinary differential equations subject to boundary conditions,
the solution of network problems involving flows and sources and least-squares fitting of
experimental data to empirical formulae e.g., the best straight line fit.

3. Linear Programming Modelling applications that involve linear optimal control
theory, slack variables and the Simplex Method.
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4. The Eigenvalue Problem The determinant of a square matrix is introduced along
with a summary of its properties and evaluation rules. The notion of eigenvalue and
eigenvector for a real matrix is then introduced and used to perform similarity operations
on square matrices.

5. Modelling with Eigenvalues Elementary Markov processes are examined using
eigenvalue/eigenvector properties of matrices. Generalised solutions of the systems of
linear ordinary differential equations Ẋ = AX are also treated using representations of
the matrix A.

Objectives

In General: Students should have a sufficiently sound understanding of the various
aspects of linear modelling to be able to emulate the techniques covered in the lecture
course.

In Particular: Students should be able to:

• apply Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting and extract matrices L and U so
that A = LU ;

• use the LU decomposition technique with partial pivoting to solve AX = B;

• be able to formulate systems of linear equations for boundary value problems in-
volving linear ordinary differential equations and networks and be able to apply the
least-squares technique in arithmetically appropriate circumstances;

• be able to construct and solve elementary linear programming problems by graphical
and Simplex methodologies;

• be able to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors for matrices of order 3 and there-
after reduce a given matrix to diagonal form, when appropriate;

• be able to formulate and analyse the properties of elementary Markov processes;

• be able to use eigenvalue/eigenvector methods to solve Ẋ = AX for prescribed
initial conditions when A is a 3 × 3 matrix.

In the Class Test and Degree Examination: Candidates may be asked to state
definitions and solve problems based on topics covered in the course.

Class Test date: Tuesday 13th November (1 p.m.), Room 326
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